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Let I’ZG (respectively, VQG) denote the group of units of augmentation I in the 
integral (respectively, rational) group ring of a finite group G. It has been conjec- 
tured [H. Zassenhaus, in “Studies in Mathematics,” pp. 119-126, Instituto de Alta 
Cultura, Lisbon, 19741 that each element of finite order of nG is conjugate in 
VQG to an element of G (see also R. K. Dennis [“The Structure of the Unit Group 
of Group Rings,” Lecture Notes in Pure and Applied Mathematics Vol. 26, Sect. 8, 
Dekker, New York, 19771 and S. K. Sehgal [“Topics in Group Rings.” Problem 
23, Dekker, New York, 19781). To the best of our knowledge, the only nonabelian 
case (other than the Hamiltonian 2-groups) where this conjecture has been verified 
is G = S, [I. Hughes and K. R. Pearson, Canad. Math. Bull. 15 (1972). 529-5341. 
In this paper this conjecture is verified for the metacyclic group G = (u, r: 
up= I =P, rur-’ =a’) (p,q primes, p E 1 modq. j4- 1, jf 1 mod p) by 
expressing VZG and VQ!G as semidirect products of groups of q x q matrices. 
Although S. Galovitch, I. Reiner, and S. Ullom [Mathematika 19 (1972). 105-l 111 
obtained a description of PZG, the discussion of torsion units was not attempted by 
them. 
1. DESCRIPTIONS OF VZG AND VU4G 
Let G be the metacyclic group of order pq given by 
G=(ri,t:aP=rq= l,rat-‘=c’), 
where p is an odd prime, q > 2 a divisor of p - 1, and where j belongs to the 
exponent q mod p. Let VZG (respectively, VQG) denote the group of units of 
augmentation 1 in the integral (respectively, rational) group ring of G. 
Let k = UJ(l;) with [= e21rilp, and let k, be the fixed field of the 
automorphism 
of k. We denote by D and D,, the rings of integers of k and k, respectively; 
one checks easily that o is a free q-module with basis 1, rr,..., rP’, where 
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7~ = c - 1 is the prime in o above the rational prime p. The prime in oO above 
p is rr, = (c - l)([j - 1) ..a (<‘“-I - 1). We recall that o/no = Z/pZ = 
o~/~~ oo. We put 
and for any q x q matrix T, 
J, = Il 
. . y-1 
. . d~q-l) 
. . ($f-l(f-1) 
-‘TL7* 
Let X denote the subgroup of GL,(o,) consisting of matrices X which 








Finally, let W (respectively, 3’“) denote the subgroup of GL,(L) (respec- 
with 
ug 241 ... uq-1 
U = Circ(u,, ul ,..., u,- l) = 
u q-lu, **’ u,-, 
. . . 
tively, GL,(Q)) consisting of circulants 
u,+ u1+ a*- +u,-,= 1. 
We shall prove in this section that 
(i) The group VQG is the semidirect product of GL,(k,) and V, the 
action of ?Y on GL,(k,) being given by 
Xw = J,XJ,‘, WE V, X E GL,(k,). 
(ii) The subgroup VZG of VQG consists of pairs (X, U) with X in 2% 
and U in P (see Theorem 1.6). 
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We shall write elements of QG as 
u=u(a,r)=u,(u)+a,(a)7+ ... +a,~,(a)r*-‘, 
where the ai are polynomials with rational coefftcients defined modulo 
Xp - 1 (thus, if b, c,... are elements of QG we shall, without mentioning 
explicitly, consider them written in the above form). It is clear that the 
numbers ai(l) and ai depend only on a, and that two elements a and b of 
QG are equal if and only if ai( 1) = bi( 1) and ai = b,(c) for 0 < i < q - 1. 
Let &’ denote the ring of q x q matrices of the type 
A = Circ,(aO, a, ,..., a9- ,) = 
i 
a0 a, ... ff,-, 
Pa,-, v. '.. (oa,-2 
. * 
v, q-1 aI v1 q-1 a2 ... v, q-1 a0 
with ai in k; it is clear that det A is invariant under cp and is therefore in k,. 
One can check that a matrix A in S? with nonzero determinant has its 
inverse again in &‘. Let ,/tr be the subgroup of GL,(o) consisting of matrices 
A in &’ which satisfy the congruence 
A c 1 mod TZ, 
i.e., 
a,~l,c~,~O ,..., a,_,rOmodn. 
If a and b are elements of QG their product c is given by 
c,(a) = FT 
u+“=%odq 
a,(o) b,(8), O<i<q-1; 
it follows that the mapping 
v/: a b A = Circ,(a,(S), a,(O..., aqp l(O) 
is a homomorphism of QG onto AT’. 
Let C denote the cyclic group generated by r, and let N (respectively, L) 
be the kernel of the homomorphism VZG -+ VZC (respectively, 
VQG + VQC) which maps the unit a(o, r) to a( 1, r); an element a of KZG 
(respectively, VQG) is in N (respectively, L) if and only if 
a,(l)= l,a,(l)=O )...) a,-,(l)=O. 
Finally it is clear that VZG (respectively, VQG) is the semidirect product of 
N and VZC (respectively, L and VQC). 
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LEMMA 1.1. The mapping y gives isomorphisms of N with X, and of L 
with the group dx of units of d. 
Proof. If a E L and y(a) = 1, we have 
a,(l) = 1, a,( 1) = O,..., aqmltl> = 0, 
a,(C) = 1, a,(Q = O,..., a,-,(i) = 0, 
and hence 
aok) = 1, a,(o) = o,..., a,-,(4 = 0, 
so that a = 1. Thus v is injective on L and hence also on N. 
To prove surjectivities, let A be an element of M” with first row 
( %I, al,*-~ aq-, 3 ) and let B be its inverse; let @o,/?,,...,/3g-l) be the first row 
of B. 
Write (uniquely) 
a0 = a,(C), a1 =a,(C),..., a,-,=a,-,(O, (1) 
where the a,(X) are polynomials of degree <p - 1 with rational coefficients 
such that 
a,(l)= 1, a I( 1) = o,..., a,-,(l)=0 (2) 
and form the element 
a = ~(a, r) = a,(o) + a,(a)z + -‘- + a,- l(o)rq-l. 
We similarly form the element 
b=b(a,r)=b,(u) +b,(o)r+ .a. +bq-,(o)P. 
We notice that in case A is in J’” (and hence also B), we have 
ao- 1, al = 0 ,..., aq-, = 0 mod 7~, 
P,= 1, p, E o,..., p,- 1 = 0 mod 7~; 
in this case the polynomials ai and b,(X) have integral coefficients, so 
that a and b are in ZG. 
It is clear that a and b have augmentation 1. Since AB = 1 = BA, we have 
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according as i = 0 or 1 < i < 4 - 1. Moreover by (2) and similar equations 
for the 6,( 1) we have 
\‘ 
u + “=Ttod q 
a,(l)b,(l)= 1 or 0, 
according as i = 0 or 1 < i < q - 1. It follows that ab = ba = 1, and then by 
(2) that a is in L; moreover a is in N if A happens to be in ,,I . . Clearly, by 
(1 ), I&) = A, proving the required subjectivities. 
JVe put 
4-l 
6(X)= n (X-(oin)=XQ-‘+6,X~-2+‘*. fd,_‘, (3) 
i=l 
and 
6 = 6(7c) = (n - fp(71))(7r - f/l’(n)) * *. (72 - tp-‘(n)). (41 
Since X - K E X mod rt, we have NkIkO(X - n) E X4 mod 7c0, and hence on 
comparing coefficients, 
6, En, 6, E x2 ,..., ii,-, = TF’ mod no. (5) 
One checks easily that the matrix n has the inverse 
here, for the sake of symmetry, we have put 6, = 1. 
LEMMA 1.2. The conjugation A E+ n-‘AI7 is an isomorphism of d with 
the ring of all q x q matrices with entries from k,. 
Proof: For any matrix M with entries from k, we shall denote by q(M) 
the matrix obtained from M by applying the automorphism cp to its entries. 
Let P be the circulant of order q with first row (0, 1, O,..., 0); then 
p(n) = PII, #7-‘) = Zi-‘P-l, and hence for a matrix A with entries in k, 
ZF’AIZ has entries in k, if and only if q(A) = PAP-‘. One checks easily 
that this amounts to saying that A is in &. 
COROLLARY 1.3. The mapping 
I//(): a I--+ n-“y(a)n 
is an isomorphism of L with GL,(k,). 
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Proof. Clear from Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. 
LEMMA 1.4. The mapping 
iyo:ab-+n-‘y(a)i2 
is an isomorphism of N with .X. 
Proof: Let a be an element of N and let A = w(a) = Circ,(a,, a, ,..., app ,) 
be the corresponding element of A’“; then 
a0 = 1, a1 = 0 ,..., a4-, = 0 mod rc. (6) 
One checks easily that the A-p entry of X= tyo(a) = fl-‘Mi’ is 
q-1 q-l 
X ,h = Y s @V,-,-,/4 rp”(a,> f~~+“Of) 
u=o u=o 
Since 6 is the different of the extension k/k,, the numbers x1,, are in oO. 
Moreover, in view of the congruences (5) and (6) we have for ,D > J. 
according as p = A or ~1 > 1. It follows that X = ye(a) is in 5. Thus v. maps 
N into X. 
On the other hand suppose that X = (x1,,) is in 3”. By Lemma 1.2 the 
matrix A = Z7Xn-’ is in &; the entries of the first row of A are 
ao=+ [~,(7r>8~-, +x,(71)8,-,+ *** -kX,~,(~>6,] =&t/  
al = -& [x0@) G-J +xIW 4@,-2) + 
+ .-. +x,&M~o>l =P,hm 
. . . 
aq-L = q&b) [x0@) vpQ-‘(4-:) + Xl@> (Pq-1(6,-*) + 
+ .-* +x,-,(n) p’(s,)] =p,-,/p’(Q 
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where 
x~(~z)=x~~+x,~~+ . . . +~,~,,~~~-‘_7l~rnod~‘+‘, O<i<q- 1. 
so that, in view of the congruences (5) and the congruences derived from (5) 
by successive applications of ~7, we have, mod 79 
po-q~q-l, 
P, = (q(n)>“-’ + ?r(&r))@ + **’ + 7P2ql(n) + nq-‘, 
. . . 
p,-, = (@-1(7c)y + 7@qr))q-* + **. + 7p*qf-yn) + 714-l, 
Since 6 and its conjugates are all associates of x4-’ we see that a,, 
a, ,..., aq- 1 are elements of o. Moreover, we have 
fvx q-’ = (1 -~@)/?r)(l -f&+2) .f. (1 -@-‘(71)/n) 
and hence 
Since 
a0 =/3,/S = 1 mod 71. 
1 -j”- 1 -Omodn, 
therefore (q(n))” - rrq = 0 mod rrqf’ and hence (notice that ~(71) -7~ is an 




One proves similarly that a2 ,..., a,-, are =O mod 71, and it follows that 
A E I # “. The proof is now complete in view of Lemma 1.1. 
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LEMMA 1.5. The mapping 
uo u, **. uq-, 
u=u,+u,r+ ... +u,-,r4-ltt u = VI uo **- %-2 
i 1 
= w(u) *.. 
Ul u2 UO 
is an isomorphism of the group VZC (respectively VQC) with the group 8 
(respectively v). 
Proof Clear. 
THEOREM 1.6. The mapping 
a . w b (wo(a>, w) 
(a E L, w E VQC, and W= v(w)) 
expresses VQG as a semidirect product of groups GLJk,) and ??/; the action 
of ‘F-on GL,(k,) being 
xw = J,XJ,’ (X E GL,(k,), WE 23’). 
The subgroup VZG of VQG consists of pairs (X, U) with X in .S:‘ and U in 
7/; in particular VZG is the semidirect product of .g and 7/ with the action 
as given above. 
Proof In view of Corollary 1.3, Lemma 1.5, and Lemma 1.4, the 
following suffkes. If a, b are in L, and w, v are in VQC, then aw . bv = 
a(wbw-‘)wv, and hence the component of aw * bv in GL,(k,) is 
yo(a - wbw -‘) = y,(a) yo(wbwP’); 
it follows that (vo(b))W should be defined as vo(wbw-I). Putting B = W(b), 
Y = tyo(b) = ZF’BZI, we thus have the action 
YW=y/o(wbw-‘)=17-‘y/(wbw-1)L7=~-’WBW-’ZT 
= (n-‘wn)(n-‘sn)(n-‘w-‘n)=J,YJ,‘. 
From now on we shall write the pair (X, W) as XW, there is no danger of 
confusion with the usual product of the two matrices X and W. 
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2. TORSION ELEMENTS OF VZG 
For any matrix X with entries in O, we shall denote by X the matrix 
obtained from X on reducing its entries mod rc,,; thus 2 has entries in 
~_o/q, o0 = GF(p). If X E %, then the characteristic polynomial (T - 1)” of 
X divides Tp - 1 = (T - l)p, and hence Xp = 1. 
LEMMA 2.1. Each torsion element X of ST is of order a power of p. 
Proof It suffices to prove that the order n of every torsion element X # 1 
of % is divisible by p. If x# 1, then x has order p and hence X has order a 
multiple of p. Suppose then that X= 1 and write 
x=1+7@ 
where t > 1, B has entries in o0 and B f 0 mod rq,, i.e., at least one entry of 
B is not divisible by rc,,. We have 
l=X”=l+n@+ ; 
( 1 
7cfB2 + ... + 7co”‘B”, 
and hence 
-FIB = n;B2 + . . . + ;rlr-“tfjn; 
it follows that q, and hence p divides n. 
LEMMA 2.2. X = 1 is the only element of AZF which satisfies 
x= 1, xp= 1. 
Proof: Suppose that 2 = 1, Xp = 1, and X # 1, and write 
x= 1 + ?rbB, 
where t > 1, B has entries in D, and B & 0 mod q,; we then have as above 
this is impossible because the first term on the left is divisible exactly by 
*0 @-ids whereas the others are divisible by higher powers of no. 
THEOREM 2.3. Each torsion element X # 1 in Z is of order p. 
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Proof. Suppose that X has order p’ with ,u > 1; then 
xpw-1 = 1 
1 (XpqJ = 1 
and hence by Lemma 2.2 Xp”-’ = 1, which is obviously not possible. 
Let U E % and let u be the corresponding element of VZC; by a result of 
Higman [4] U is of finite order if and only if u = r’, in which case the order 
of U is i = q/(q, r). 
We now consider torsion elements XV, Uf 1, of the semidirect porduct of 
Z and %/; since the components of (XU)” in X and Z! are, respectively, 
X l+u+...+u”-~ Efx. Xl/ ... xu”-’ and U”, 
we see that XU, Uf 1, is of finite order if and only if U corresponds to the 
unit r’, 1 < Y < q - 1, and there exists a multiple n of A = q/(q, r) such that 
p+ci+“‘+w _ 1, 
i.e., 
w I+Lr+...+rr-~-p!. = 1. 
Thus 
THEOREM 2.4. The unit XU, U# 1, is of finite order $ and only if U 
corresponds to 5’, 1 < r < q - 1 and the unit X’t”f”‘iL’A~’ is of jkite 
order, which by Theorem 2.3 is then 1 or p; in that case XU is of order A or 
pA according as X1+“+ ’ ’ ’ +‘“-’ has order 1 or p. 
It is likely that the second case does not arise at all, but we are unable to 
prove it. We are, however, able to prove: 
THEOREM 2.5. Let U be the circulant corresponding to 7' with (q, r) = 1 
(so that 3, = q). Suppose that XU is offinite order. Then 
X I+Ut...tU~-‘~ 1 - . 
and hence XU is of order q. 
COROLLARY 2.6. In case q is also a prime, all torsion elements +1 of 
VZG are of order p or q. 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. In view of Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.2 it suffices 
to prove that 
X ‘+u+...+uq-‘= lmodn,, 
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i.e., 
(XJIl)q E 1 mod rcO. (7) 
One checks as in the proof of Lemma 1.4 that the A-,U entry x.\,, in J,. is 
Since 6 is the different of the extension k/k,, , the entries of J, are in 0,. Thus 
(7) would follow as soon as we are able to prove that he reduction & of 
J,mod x0 is lower triangular with diagonal 1, jr,..., jCq-‘)“, for then XJ,., 
being of the same type, would have characteristic polynomial 
(T- l)(T-jj’) . . . (T-j(q-l)‘), 
which, because of the assumption (q, r) = 1, is equal to Tq - 1. Therefore it 
s&ices to prove the congruences 
X A,,-Omodn,, O,<A</l<q-1, (9) 
and 
By (5), a,-, _ r is divisible by x4-‘\ ‘; moreover 6 is an associate of rcq ’ ; 
it follows that for 1 < ,D, (l/S) 8q-A-l~r(?‘) is divisible by rc, and hence its 
trace xA, is divisible by 7~~. This proves (9). 
Thus it only remains to prove (10). By (3) we have 
multiplying this equation by cp’(z”) ret/6 and taking traces we obtain modulo 
7c0 (notice that NkIk,(X - n) E X4 and 7c 6,-, = 0 mod n,,) 
and hence 
Trklko((J(q-s)/@ 4(nA) 7~‘) 
= Trklk,,((d(q--s--l)/d) (o’(n’> 7P1) mod no, 
(1 <s<q- l,O<t,A,<q- 1) 
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Using these relations we obtain for 0 < I < q - 2 
The above relation is also true (trivially) for ,I = q - 1. Thus in order to 




klko s cp’(lc’) nqpApl i 
= jrA mod n,, (11) 
co<n<q- 1) 
Usmg the fact that Trklko (ci/S) = 0 for 0 < i < q - 2, and = 1 for i = q - 1, 
we obtain for all nonnegative integers v 
hence the left hand-side of (11) is congruent mod rco to 
; (-1)s J. “-2-l 
0 (-1)’ x s=O t=o 
Xi )( 
q-A-1 q-A- 1 +(A-s)jr-t 
t q-1 1 
= f (-1)s k 
0 S(q-A- l,q-ll- 1 +(n-S)jr,q- l), S=O s 
where for any nonnegative integers M, N, R with N, R > M, we have put 
S(M,N,R)= -? (-1)’ 
*y. (T)(N~‘)=~o(-l)‘(~)(N~~). 
Since, for M > 1, 
S(M, N, R) = 6 (-1)’ 
*to (:)Ng’ jRelj 
N-l 
= \’ 
QEO i”z;‘(-“* (y))(,“,) 
N-l 





It follows that the left-hand side of (11) is congruent mod rcO to 
$(-1)’ (;)((“-;)j’). 
By coupon collector’s identity [2, Chap. IV, Problems 12 and 141, this 
number is jm. We have thus proved (11) and thereby (lo), completing the 
proof of Theorem 2.5. 
3. VERIFICATION OF THE CONJECTURE 
We are now able to prove that in case q is also a prime then for the group 
G under consideration, every element offinite order of VZG is conjugate in 
VQG to an element of G. In view of Theorem 1.6 it sufftces to prove 
(1) Each torsion element X in X is conjugate in GL,(k,) to w,,(a’) for 
some s. 
(2) Each torsion element XU, U # 1, of the semi-direct product of .N:‘ 
and ?Y is conjugate in the semi-direct product of GL,(k,) and W to an 
element of the type I. 
Proof of (1). Let X # 1 be a torsion element in Z. By Theorem 2.3, X is 
of order p, and hence its eigenvalues are pth roots of 1. If all the eigenvalues 
of X are 1, then X is conjugate and hence equal to the identity matrix (notice 
that X is of finite order). Thus X has an eigenvalue c” # 1. Since the entries 
of X are in k,, its eigenvalues are 
which are all distinct and in k; it follows that there exists a matrix M in 
GL,(k) such that 
so that 
M-‘XM = Diag(c, [j’,..., ci4-‘s) = ~(a”), 
(km) - ‘X(MIz) = lpo(aS). 
Thus X and u/Jo’) are conjugate in G,!,,(k), and hence also in GL,(k,). 
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Proof of (2). By Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, U is a circulant I which 




z= 1 +x+xl+U+ ... +-p+u+...+wy 
Since 
4 0 




therefore det Z # 0, and Z E GL,(k,). One checks easily that 
JuZJil= 1 +p+p:tu'+ ... +-p!tci~t...+u-', 
and hence by (12) 
XJ,ZJ, ’ = Z, 
so that (in the semidirect product of GL,(k,) and W] 
Z-‘(XU)Z=Z-‘XZ”. U=Z-‘XJ,,ZJ,’ . U= U= v(f). 
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